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013.10.0Abstract This paper presents a coordinated target localization method for clustered space robot.
According to the different measuring capabilities of cluster members, the master–slave coordinated
relative navigation strategy for target localization with respect to slavery space robots is proposed;
then the basic mathematical models, including coordinated relative measurement model and cluster
centralized dynamics, are established respectively. By employing the linear Kalman ﬁlter theorem,
the centralized estimator based on truth measurements is developed and analyzed ﬁrstly, and with
an intention to inhabit the initial uncertainties related to target localization, the globally stabilized
estimator is designed through introduction of pseudo measurements. Furthermore, the observabil-
ity and controllability of stochastic system are also analyzed to qualitatively evaluate the conver-
gence performance of pseudo measurement estimator. Finally, on-orbit target approaching
scenario is simulated by using semi-physical simulation system, which is used to verify the conver-
gence performance of proposed estimator. During the simulation, both the known and unknown
maneuvering acceleration cases are considered to demonstrate the robustness of coordinated local-
ization strategy.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
On-orbit servicing technologies, e.g. on-orbit assembly, on-orbit
maintenance for large scale spacecraft, attract much attention in
recent years. However, it is still difﬁcult for single space robot to68918054.
(G. Zhai), zhangjingrui@bit.
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
04perform such task independently. Therefore, an efﬁcient way to
deal with these extremely complicated tasks is to coordinate the
operation among the space robot clusterwithmultiplemembers.
The coordinated work of the cluster includes coordinated navi-
gation, coordinated data processing and coordinated operation,
etc. This coordinated work signiﬁcantly reinforces the capabili-
ties and reliability of clustered space robot system, which is used
for complicated on-orbit servicing missions.
Coordinated target spacecraft localization is the important
prerequisite for coordinated operations on the target space-
craft, it provides the member space robot in the cluster with
continuous, accurate relative navigation information, further-
more, it effectively simpliﬁes the payloads of measurement sen-
sors necessary for cluster members. Due to its high accuracySAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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much attention in various ﬁelds. Based on the group dynamics
of ground-based robot clusters, Roumeliotis et al.1,2 designed
coordinated navigation algorithms, and also studied the per-
formance of the coordinated ﬁlter with different number of
cluster member. Fontan et al.3,4 studied the path planning
and temporal-spatial synchronized coordination of clustered
robots under constraints. By using distributed navigation ﬁl-
ters, Sanderson5 designed coordinated navigation strategies
for clustered space robot, and the navigation strategies effec-
tively reduce the ﬁlter dimensions and ensure the high accuracy
of target localization. Wang6 designed a multi-robot coordi-
nated localization method when all members have relative
measuring capability. To cope with the target co-localization
problems of multiple automatic underwater vehicles (AUV),
Zhang et al.7–10 improved the target positioning accuracy with
linear co-localization ﬁlters while considering the acoustic de-
lay and base line variations. However, most of the cluster
dynamics involved in the abovementioned researches has sim-
pliﬁed coupling formations; moreover, nearly all cluster mem-
bers are supposed to work with high performance
measurement sensors, and accordingly, the coordinated navi-
gation ﬁlters can be easily and globally stabilized with redun-
dant relative measurements. But, less related research is
reported about the coordinated relative navigation for multiple
spacecrafts; even in the ﬁeld of satellite formation technolo-
gies, most of previous work is limited to the dynamic modeling
and coordinated control of formation ﬂying. For example,
Baoyin et al.11 derived the nonlinear dynamics for satellite for-
mation and investigated the relative dynamic properties; de
Queiroz et al.12,13 proposed a method for coordinated control
of different satellite formations, but the abovementioned work
did not present any navigation strategies which are the funda-
mentals for coordinated control of formation ﬂying. Besides,
in the ﬁeld of spacecraft rendezvous and docking, Du14 and
Gao et al.15–17 studied the relative measurement and naviga-
tion methods respectively for non-cooperative targets capture
based on visual cameras; Gramling18 discussed the onboard
navigation system for relative navigation of the formation with
two member satellites. Both the tracking measurement type
and quality are investigated based on relative orbital geometry.
However, the above-mentioned works are only focused on the
formation with a pair of spacecrafts, for the formation with
more than three members, the corresponding navigation meth-
ods for pair of spacecraft cannot be used directly due to the
lack of consideration for data sharing and fusion.
The coordinated localization method presented in this
paper is designed to navigate the slavery members without
out-of-cluster measurement capabilities. According to the
conﬁgurations of measurement sensors among the cluster, this
paper presents master–slave coordinated navigation strategies
based on pseudo measurements for target spacecraft localiza-
tion. Related work is organized as follows: in Section 2, the
deﬁnition of coordinated relative navigation for the cluster is
presented, and in Section 3, the basic mathematic model,
including measurement equations and cluster relative
dynamics, is developed; and then, the estimators based on
truth measurements and pseudo measurements is designed
and analyzed respectively in Sections 4 and 5; ﬁnally, the
performance of the coordinated navigation strategies basedon pseudo measurements is demonstrated with real time simu-
lations in Section 6.
2. Problem statement
This research attempts to develop coordinated navigation strat-
egies which enable the cluster members without out-of-cluster
measurement capability to localize target spacecraft. With dif-
ferent measurement sensor conﬁgurations, the clustered space
robots can localize target spacecraft coordinately of fewer than
two modes, namely the parallel mode and the master–slave
mode. Parallel mode requires that all members in cluster are
equipped in-cluster and out-of-cluster relative sensors; there-
fore, every member works independently to localize target
spacecraft. However, in this case the single space robot is re-
quired to provide large payload capacity to accommodate rela-
tive sensors and necessary actuators for on-orbit operations.
Another working mode, named master–slave mode, means
that some members carry high performance relative sensors,
while the rest are only equipped with, or even without, relative
sensors of normal accuracy, thus the members in the cluster
have different capabilities of target spacecraft localization.
For example, only one member in the cluster carries an optical
camera and differential global positioning system (D-GPS) to
perform both in-cluster and out-of-cluster localization, while
others are only equipped with D-GPS for in-cluster localiza-
tion, and in such case, the information sharing and data fu-
sions are more crucial for the members lack of out-of-cluster
localization capabilities to precisely localize target spacecraft,
that is, when the cluster is working under master–slave mode,
all the in-cluster and out-of-cluster measurement information
will be shared among the cluster, and thus each member can
localize other members and target spacecraft simultaneously
based on data fusions. Rather than the parallel mode, the mas-
ter–slave coordination scheme enables all cluster members to
localize target spacecraft with less relative sensors, and it is
also beneﬁcial for the complex reduction of single space robot.
The content of this paper focuses on the master–slave coor-
dinated navigation for target spacecraft localization. Suppose
the cluster includes one master space robot, denoted with M,
and several slave space robots, denoted with ci, the mater-slave
coordinated navigation problem can be described as follows:
(1) The space robot cluster and target spacecraft move inde-
pendently in a near-circular orbit, their relative motions
are described with known equations.
(2) Only the master space robot carries out-of-cluster rela-
tive sensors that allow it to measure target spacecraft
accurately and continuously during the mission-period.
(3) Slave members are not equipped with out-of-cluster rel-
ative sensors, so they cannot directly acquire any relative
information of the target spacecraft.
(4) All the members in the cluster are equipped with D-GPS
receiver and wireless communication devices that allow
relative localization and date exchange among cluster
members.
(5) The coordinated navigation method is developed to
enable the slave space robot ci to localize the target
spacecraft based on the measurement information avail-
able in the cluster.
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3.1. Dynamics of clustered space robot
In this section, we will develop the in-cluster dynamics of multi-
ple space robots based on the relative dynamics of pair of space-
crafts. As shows in Fig. 1, target spacecraft moves freely in its
orbit without maneuvers, and the cluster follows behind the tar-
get spacecraft.
P
Ft is the orbital frame of the target spacecraft,P
Fm and RFci are orbital frames of master and slave space
robot respectively, all above-mentioned reference frames are
rotating with their original point located on the center of mass.
Each orbital frame is deﬁned by unit vectors, where Z is direc-
ted from the centre of earth to the mass centre of spacecraft; Y
is the orbital angular momentum unit vector, and X completes
the frame following the right-hand principal. Considering only
one space robot works nearly with target spacecraft, and
according to the classic orbital dynamics, the motion of the
two objects is governed by the following equations respectively:
€rt ¼ lrt=krtk3 þ f t
€rsp ¼ lrsp=krspk3 þ f sp
(
ð1Þ
where rt 2 R3 and rsp 2 R3 denote position vectors of space ro-
bot and target spacecraft with respect to the Earth inertial
frame, l ¼ 3:986 1014 m3=s2 denotes the Earth gravitational
coefﬁcient with constant value, and f t and f sp denote pertur-
bation terms, e.g. sun pressure, earth oblateness and atmo-
sphere resistance, acting on the two objects. Ignoring
perturbation terms, both space robot and target spacecraft
can be considered moving in Keplerian orbit, and the relative
dynamics of the two bodies can be written as follows after
subtraction:
€qei ¼
lrsp
krspk3
 lrtkrtk3
ð2Þ
where €qei denotes the position vector of the ith space robot with
respect to target spacecraft, while the superscript e denotes the
vector represented in Earth inertial frame. Eq. (2) shows the
relative dynamics between two orbiting bodies formulated by
a second order nonlinear equation. According to the vector
transformation principle between rotating and inertial frame,
Eq. (2) can also be transformed into
P
Ft as:Fig. 1 Conﬁguration of clustered space robot.€qoi ¼ €qei  2x _qoi  x ðx qoi Þ  _x qoi ð3Þ
where x e R3 is the orbital angular velocity of target space-
craft, and x ¼ ½0  x 0T and qoi ¼ ½xi yi ziT the position
vector of space robot relative to the target spacecraft. Further-
more, the vector qei can be represented in
P
Ft as follows:
€qei  xTx½rt  1þ 3zi=rtð Þrsp ð4Þ
where rt ¼ ½0 0 rtT, and rsp ¼ ½xi yi rt þ ziT, then substitute
Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), we can get a set of complex nonlinear
equations without closed form solution. Fortunately, if we
ignore high order terms and consider both spacecrafts moving
in near-circular orbit, for any space robot, the relative dynam-
ics can be reformulated by a set of linear second order equa-
tions as follows:
€xþ 2x _z ¼ 0
€yþ x2y ¼ 0
€z 2x _x 3x2z ¼ 0
8><>: ð5Þ
Eq. (5) describes the relative motion between any cluster mem-
ber and target spacecraft in
P
Ft; what’s more, Eq. (5) can also
be described by discrete equation:
Xðtkþ1Þ ¼ Uðtkþ1; tkÞXðtkÞ þ BðtkÞUðtkÞ ð6Þ
where XðtkÞ ¼ ½xk yk zk _xk _yk _zkT denotes the relative state
vector of any cluster member at the time tk, U(tk+1, tk) the
state transition matrix, B(tk) the control coefﬁcient matrix,
and U(tk) stands for the acceleration vector of the system. Both
the state transition matrix and control coefﬁcient matrix are
determined by x and Dt, where Dt= tk+1  tk.
Let h= xDt, Sh = sinh, Ch = cosh, then U(tk+1, tk) can
be expressed as a constant matrix as:
Uðtkþ1; tkÞ¼U¼
1 0 6ðhShÞ 1xð4Sh3hÞ 0
2
x
ð1ChÞ
0 Ch 0 0
1
x
Sh 0
0 0 43Ch  2xð1ChÞ 0
1
x
Sh
0 0 6xð1ChÞ 4Ch3 0 2Sh
0 xSh 0 0 Ch 0
0 0 3xSh 2Sh 0 Ch
266666666666664
377777777777775
ð7Þ
Then according to Eq. (6), the relative dynamics of cluster
members with respect to target spacecraft can be written as
follows:
Xtmðtkþ1Þ ¼ UXtmðtkÞ þ BUtmðtkÞ ð8Þ
Xtciðtkþ1Þ ¼ UXtciðtkÞ þ BUtciðtkÞ ð9Þ
where Xtm denotes the relative sate vector of master space ro-
bot with respect to target spacecraft, while Xtci represents the
sate vector of slavery space robot ci with respect to target
spacecraft, and Utm(tk) and UtciðtkÞ denote the corresponding
control input. Subtracting Eq. (9) with Eq. (8), the relative
dynamics between the slavery and master member can be pre-
sented as:
Xmciðtkþ1Þ ¼ UXmciðtkÞ þ BUmciðtkÞ ð10Þ
where
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Umciðtkþ1Þ ¼ Utciðtkþ1Þ Utmðtkþ1Þ
ð11Þ
Eq. (9) is relative dynamics formulated in
P
Ft. Noted that,
due to the generality of the derivation, Eq. (10) can also be
used to represent relative dynamics between any pair of slavery
members. Furthermore, without loss of generality, consider-
ation on the cluster with single master and single slavery mem-
bers, the cluster dynamics can be written with centralized
formulation as:
XSðtkþ1Þ ¼
U 0 0
0 U 0
0 0 U
264
375XSðtkÞ þ B 00 B
B B
264
375USðtkÞ
¼ USXSðtkÞ þ BSUSðtkÞ
ð12Þ
where XSðtkÞ ¼ XtmðtkÞ XmciðtkÞ XtciðtkÞ½ T is the centralized
system state vector, and it includes all the relative positions
and relative velocities regarding to the cluster motion.
3.2. Relative measurement model
Measurements for the cluster include both in-cluster and out-
of-cluster relative measurements, when the cluster works under
master–slave mode, only master space robot owns the capabil-
ity to determine the relative position of the target spacecraft.
D-GPS is commonly used to obtain reciprocal relative position
among the cluster members, that is, the slave space robot sends
its own GPS position and velocity to the master space robot,
and then master space robot calculates the in-cluster relative
position by subtracting its own GPS data. Here we also assume
that the target spacecraft is equipped with feature points, and
the master space robot acquires the target relative information
using visual cameras, therefore, the coordinated relative mea-
surement model of the cluster can be described as follows:
XtmðtkÞ ¼ XtmðtkÞ þ wtmðtkÞ
XmciðtkÞ ¼ XmciðtkÞ þ wmciðtkÞ
(
ð13Þ
where XtmðtkÞ 2 R6 denotes relative state vector between mas-
ter space robot and target spacecraft, while XmciðtkÞ 2 R6 rep-
resents the relative state vector between master and slave space
robot, XtmðtkÞ and XmciðtkÞ denote the corresponding measure-
ment with noises, wtmðtÞ 2 R6 and wmciðtkÞ 2 R6 represent noise
vectors, whose statistic properties are determined by the inher-
ent characteristics of measuring devices. Suppose the measure-
ment noise is zero-mean white Gaussian distributed, and both
noise values are independent of each other, then we have:
E wtmðtkÞ½  ¼ E½wtmðtkÞ ¼ 0
E½wtmðtkÞwTtmðtjÞ ¼ Rtmk dkj
E½wtmðtkÞwTmciðtjÞ ¼ 0
E½wmciðtkÞwTmciðtjÞ ¼ Rmcik dkj
8>><>>: ðk; j ¼ 1; 2; 3    ; k– jÞ
ð14Þ
where E[] denotes the expectation, Rtmk and Rmcik the non-neg-
ative deﬁnite covariance matrix of measurement noise, and dkj
Kronecker-d function.
4. Navigation algorithm for target coordinated localization
In order to provide the slave members with target spacecraft
localization capabilities, a coordinate navigation algorithmwill be developed based on traditional Kalman ﬁlter. As men-
tioned previously, the advantages stemming from data sharing
among the members is critical in the case of coordinately-
working cluster, especially to slavery members to localize tar-
get spacecraft. Generally, for most of time the members of
the cluster ﬂoat freely with respect to target spacecraft, and
the relative motion of the cluster members is uniquely deter-
mined by their initial states in this non-maneuver period of
time; another case is that the cluster member performs maneu-
vers and corrects its motion for target spacecraft tracking and
approaching; during the maneuvering intervals, the motions of
individual space robot is correlated with the initial state and
maneuver accelerations. For the mission without maneuvers,
only the relative measurements regarding target spacecraft
and cluster members are needed if we employ Kalman ﬁlter
to achieve the optimal state estimation, but it should be noted
that, if maneuver occurs during the mission, the maneuver
accelerations are also needed for Kalman ﬁlter if we attempt
to obtain an accurate and unbiased estimation. In this section,
we ﬁrstly assume that accelerations of all cluster members
could be measured with onboard accelerometers, and then
broadcast immediately to other members; however, in the sim-
ulation section; we will consider the case of unknown maneu-
ver acceleration to demonstrate the robustness of proposed
estimator in this paper.
According to Eq. (11), when the cluster is working under
dynamical perturbations, its dynamics can be represented sto-
chastically with additional dynamical noise term:
XSðtkþ1Þ¼
U 0 0
0 U 0
0 0 U
264
375XSðtkÞþ B 00 B
B B
264
375USðtkÞþ G 00 G
G G
264
375cSðtkÞ
()XSðtkþ1Þ¼USXSðtkÞþBSUSðtkÞþGScSðtkÞ
ð15Þ
where cSðtkÞ ¼ ½ctmðtkÞ cmciðtkÞT stands for system noises,
including the noises ctm(tk) and cmci acted on the slave and
master space robot, respectively; this system noise vector is as-
sumed to be mutually uncorrelated, zero-mean and white ran-
dom signals with known covariance, QS ¼ E½cSðtkÞcTS ðtkÞ ¼
diagðQ11;Q22Þ, where Q11 and Q22 represent the covariance
of ctm(tk) and cmci , GS represents known constant noise input
matrix of appropriate dimension.
4.1. State estimator based on truth measurement
In this section, we will discuss how the Kalman ﬁlter works
when only truth measurements are used to estimate system
state. The linear Kalman ﬁlter is an algorithm which uses a ser-
ies of measurements, including noise and other inaccuracies,
and produces estimates of system state that tends to be more
precise than measurements alone. Typically, Kalman ﬁlter
works iteratively with two cycles: the propagation cycle and
update cycle. Under the assumption that accelerations of
maneuvering space robot is shared among the cluster mem-
bers, the knowledge about the system state is propagated to
the next step in the propagation cycle:bXSðtkþ1; tkÞ ¼ US eXSðtkÞ þ BSUSðtkÞ ð16Þ
where bXSðtkþ1; tkÞ represents the one-step prediction, whileeXSðtkÞ represents estimation. And the propagation of covari-
ance matrix for the centralized system is
1528 G. Zhai et al.PSðtkþ1; tkÞ ¼ USPSðtkÞUTS þ GSQSGTS : ð17Þ
After the ﬁrst update propagation, we have
PSðt1;t0Þ¼
UP011U
TþGQ11GT 0 GQ11GT
0 UP022U
TþGQ22GT GQ22GT
GQ11G
T GQ22G
T UP033U
TþGðQ11þQ22ÞGT
264
375
ð18Þ
where PSðt0Þ ¼ diagðP011;P022;P033Þ, is the given diagonal covari-
ance matrix to start the propagation, and for the next step, the
in-cluster and out-of-cluster measurements will be used to up-
date both state and covariance of the centralized system. Based
on Eq. (12), the relative measurement model can also be repre-
sented with centralized formulation as follows:
ZtmðtkÞ
ZmciðtkÞ
 
¼ H 0 0
0 H 0
 
XSðtkÞ þ
wtmðtkÞ
wmciðtkÞ
 
() ZSðtkÞ ¼ HSXSðtkÞ þ wSðtkÞ
ð19Þ
where H= I6·6. As it is obviously shown in Eq. (19), there is
no information related to relative position between slave space
robot and target spacecraft involved in the centralized mea-
surements. When Eq. (19) is used for propagation, the residual
covariance matrix can be calculated as follows:
~SSðt1Þ¼ HSPSðt1;t0ÞHTSþRS
 1
¼ H UP
0
11U
TþGQ11GT
 
HTþR11
 1
0
0 H UP022U
TþGQ22GT
 
HTþR22
 1
" #
¼
eS11ðt1Þ 0
0 eS22ðt1Þ
" #
ð20Þ
where RS ¼ E½wSðtkÞwTS ðtkÞ ¼ diagðR11;R22Þ , and then Kal-
man gain matrix can be calculated as
KSðt1Þ¼PSðt1;t0ÞHTSSSðt1Þ
¼
UP011U
TþGQ11GT
 
HTeS11ðt1Þ 0
0 UP022U
TþGQ22GT
 
HTeS22ðt1Þ
GQ11G
THTeS11ðt1Þ GQ22GTHTeS22ðt1Þ
2664
3775
¼
K11ðt1Þ 0
0 K22ðt1Þ
K31ðt1Þ K32ðt1Þ
264
375
ð21Þ
The Kalman gain matrix suggests that the larger the uncer-
tainty of the estimate of Xtm(tk) and XmciðtkÞ is, the bigger the
correction coefﬁcient (element of Kalman gain matrix) will be.
The covariance matrix update, which is used to represent the
estimate accuracy, can be expressed as
PSðt1Þ ¼ ½I KSðt1ÞHSPSðt1; t0Þ ð22Þ
Substituting HS and Eq. (9) into Eq. (8), we have
PSðt1Þ ¼
P11ðt1Þ 0 P13ðt1Þ
0 P22ðt1Þ P23ðt1Þ
P31ðt1Þ P32ðt1Þ P33ðt1Þ
264
375 ð23ÞObviously, PS(t1) has the same formation with PS(t1, t0);
Pii(t1)(i= 1, 2, 3) represents the variance matrix of the system
state vector and can be written as
P11ðt1Þ ¼ E eXtm  Xtm  eXtm  Xtm T 
¼ ðI K11ðt1ÞHÞUP011UT þ ðI K11ðt1ÞHÞGQ11GT
ð24Þ
P22ðt1Þ ¼ E eXmci  Xmci  eXmci  Xmci T 
¼ ðI K22ðt1ÞHÞUP022UT þ ðI K22ðt1ÞHÞGQ22GT
ð25Þ
P33ðt1Þ ¼ E eXtci  Xtci  eXtci  Xtci T 
¼ ðI K31ðt1ÞHÞGQ11GT þ ðI K32ðt1ÞHÞGQ22GT þUP033UT
ð26Þ
and for the ith propagation step, P11(ti) and P22(ti) can be writ-
ten as
P11ðtiÞ ¼ I K11ðtiÞHð ÞUP11ðti1ÞUT þ ðI K11ðtiÞHÞGQ11GT
ð27Þ
P22ðtiÞ ¼ ðI K22ðtiÞHÞUP22ðti1ÞUT þ ðI K22ðtiÞHÞGQ22GT
ð28Þ
and the variance matrix P33(ti) can be calculated as
P33ðtiÞ ¼
Xi
n¼1
Un1 ðI K31ðtiÞHÞP13ðti1Þ½
þðI K32ðtiÞHÞP23ðti1ÞðUTÞn1 þUnP33ðt0ÞðUTÞn
ð29Þ
According to Eq. (7), when Dt<< 1, we have U  I6·6, and
then Eq. (29) can be written as:
P33ðtiÞ 
Xi
n¼1
Un1 I K31ðtiÞHð ÞP13 ti1ð Þ½
þ I K32ðtiÞHð ÞP23ðti1Þ UT
 	n1 þ P33ðt0Þ
ð30Þ
Through inspection of Eqs. (10) and (11), we can derive the
following conclusions:
(1) In the propagations to update eXtmðtkÞ and eXmciðtkÞ, the
inaccuracies generated by both the initial uncertainties
and dynamical uncertainties, which are described by
P011, P
0
22 and Q11, Q22, are changed; therefore, the estima-
tion for the eXtmðtkÞ and eXmciðtkÞ will gradually converge
to the true state.
(2) As shown in Eq. (14), when eXtciðtkÞ is updated, only the
dynamical uncertainty related to Q11 and Q22 is inhab-
ited, but the covariance matrix of initial uncertainty
P33(t0) remains nearly constant during the propagations,
and naturally the state estimator based on truth mea-
surements are not globally converged.
(3) The P33(t0) remains nearly unchanged because no true
measurement is used to correct the initial uncertainty;
accordingly, there is no Kalman gain used to suppress
P33(t0) in Eq. (30).
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In this section, we will present how to correct the initial
uncertainty associated with eXtciðtkÞ by introducing the pseudo
measurement. Actually, when Kalman estimator works, the
state uncertainties, including the dynamical and initial uncer-
tainties, are inhabited by using the measurement information.
Unfortunately, when there is no state vector component re-
lated information, the corresponding uncertainties cannot be
corrected. For the purpose of correcting the initial uncertainty
of the state vector component eXtciðtkÞ, the state estimator
based on Pseudo measurements will be developed in this sec-
tion. Based on the relative measurement geometry in Fig. 1,
we have
XtciðtkÞ ¼ XtmðtkÞ þ XmciðtkÞ ð31Þ
Using this geometry relation, the measurement equation
including pseudo measurement can be established by combin-
ing Eq. (31) with Eq. (19). Here we ﬁrstly introduce the pseudo
measurement into the true measurement equation to deﬁne the
pseudo measurement equation as follows:
ZtmðtkÞ
ZmciðtkÞ
Z0tciðtkÞ
264
375 ¼ H 0 00 H 0
0 0 H
264
375XSðtkÞ þ wtmðtkÞwmciðtkÞ
w0tciðtkÞ
264
375
() Z0SðtkÞ ¼ H0SXSðtkÞ þ w0SðtkÞ
ð32Þ
where w0tciðtkÞ ¼ wtmðtkÞ þ wmciðtkÞ , R0 ¼ E w0SðtkÞw0TS ðtkÞ
 
is
the pseudo measurement matrix, and Zt0ciðtkÞ denotes the pseu-
do measurement for eXtciðtkÞ. Actually, the slavery space robot
ci can-not directly obtain any relative information of the tar-
get, which implies that Eq. (32) cannot be used directly to ob-
tain the pseudo measurement Z0S(tk) when estimating the
system state, since none of relative sensors works actually.
Fortunately, by substituting Eq. (11) into the Eq. (12), the
pseudo measurements equation can also be reformulated as
follows:
ZtmðtkÞ
ZmciðtkÞ
Z0tciðtkÞ
264
375 ¼ H 0 00 H 0
H H 0
264
375XSðtkÞ þ wtmðtkÞwmciðtkÞ
w0tciðtkÞ
264
375
() Z0SðtkÞ ¼ H00SXSðtkÞ þ w0SðtkÞ
ð33Þ
Eqs. (32) and (33) illustrate that even when the slave space robot
cannot directly measure the target spacecraft, we can also estab-
lish the pseudo measurement equation about XtciðtkÞ indirectly
according to the geometry relations between vectorsXtm(tk) and
XmciðtkÞ. In estimate propagations, Eq. (32) is used to calculate
and update covariancematrix of residual and kalman gain ﬁlter,
while Eq. (33) can be used to calculate the pseudo measurement
Z
0
S(tk). Here, if we do not consider the dynamical noise, and
supposes that Q11 = Q22  0, and then we have
PSðt1; t0Þ ¼
UP011U
T 0 0
0 UP022U
T 0
0 0 UP033U
T
264
375 ð34Þ
When the pseudo measurement matrix H0S is used to calcu-
late covariance matrix of residual, the covariance matrix of
residual can be rewritten aseS0Sðt1Þ
H UP011U
T
 
HTþR011
 1
0 0
0 H UP022U
T
 
HTþR022
 1
0
0 0 H UP033U
T
 
HTþR033
 1
2664
3775
¼
eS11ðt1Þ 0 0
0 eS22ðt1Þ 0
0 0 eS33ðt1Þ
264
375
ð35Þ
And then the Kalman gain matrix can be calculated as
K0Sðt1Þ ¼ PSðt1; t0ÞHTSS0Sðt1Þ
¼
K011ðt1Þ 0 0
0 K022ðt1Þ 0
0 0 K033ðt1Þ
264
375 ð36Þ
where Kii0ðt1Þ ¼ UP0iiUTHT H UP0iiUT
 
HT þ R0ii
 1
.
Accordingly, the covariance matrix update can be expressed
as
P0Sðt1Þ ¼ I KSðt1ÞH0S
 
P0Sðt1; t0Þ ð37Þ
Substituting H0S and Eq. (36) into Eq. (37), we have
PjjðtiÞ ¼
Yi
n¼1
ðI KjjðtnÞHÞU
 !
P0jj U
T
 	i ð38Þ
Eq. (38) illustrates that after introducing the pseudo measure-
ment, all the initial uncertainties can be corrected in propaga-
tions, and accordingly, the state estimator based on pseudo
measurements are globally converged. Compared with the esti-
mator based on truth measurement, the estimator based on
pseudo measurement can provide slavery space robot with
accurate relative information in order to localize not only
the master space robot but also the target spacecraft.5. Observability and uncertainty
5.1. Stochastic stability criterion for discrete system
In this section, we will discuss and check the stochastic stability
of coordinated navigation ﬁlters developed in Section 4. Sto-
chastic stability is an important attribute to describe the con-
vergence properties of Kalman Filters used for stochastic
system; stochastic stability is determined by both the system
controllability and observability. A controllable linear stochas-
tic system ensures that all the system states can be inﬂuenced
by dynamical noise; here deﬁnes the controllable matrix of dis-
crete stochastic system as follows:
CðkNþ 1; kÞ,
Xk
i¼kNþ1
UkiS GSQSG
T
S U
ki
S
 	T ð39Þ
Theorem 1. If there is positive integer N, for any kP N, and the
following condition is satisﬁed, then the stochastic system
uniformly controllable:
a1I  CðkNþ 1; kÞ  b1I ð40Þ
where a1, b1 e R, a1, b1 > 0. Similarly, an observable linear sto-
chastic system ensures that system state can be inﬂuenced by the
1530 G. Zhai et al.measurement during the ﬁlter propagation, by deﬁning the con-
trollable matrix of discrete stochastic system as follows:
OðkNþ 1; kÞ,
Xk
j¼kNþ1
U
kj
S
 	T
H0TS R
01H0SU
kj
S ð41Þ
Theorem 2. If there is positive integer N, and, for any kP N,
the following condition is satisﬁed, then the stochastic system
uniformly observable:
a2I  OðkNþ 1; kÞ  b2I ð42Þ
where a2, b2 e R, a2, b2 > 0. Based on the Theorems 1 and 2, the
stochastic stability criterion for the discrete system can estab-
lished as follows:
Theorem 3. If the stochastic system is both controllable and
observable, then the Kalman ﬁlter implemented for this system
is uniformly stable.
The Theorem 3 enables us to evaluate the Kalman ﬁlter
convergence properties by calculating controllable matrix
and observable matrix; furthermore, if the stochastic system
is time-invariant, and with independent assumptions, the sys-
tem noise covariance matrix and measurement covariance ma-
trix remain constant and positive, then the stochastic stability
criterion for linear time-invariant can be described as follows:
Lemma 1. For a linear time-invariant stochastic system, the
kalman ﬁlter implemented for this system is uniformly stable if
the following conditions are satisﬁed:
C ¼
Xn1
l¼0
UlSGSG
T
S U
l
S
 	T
> 0 and O
¼
Xn1
l¼0
UlS
 	T
H0TS H
0
SU
l
S > 0 ð43Þ
where n is the dimension of system state.Fig. 2 Semi-physical simulation system.5.2. Stochastic Stability Analysis for Coordinated Navigation
Filters
According to Lemma.1, when G= I6·6 the controllable and
observable matrix of the stochastic system can be expressed
respectively as
CS ¼
X18
l¼0
diag UlðUlÞT;Ul Ul 	T;Ul Ul 	Th i I66 0 I660 I66 I66
I66 I66 2I66
264
375
ð44Þ
OS ¼
X18
l¼0
diag Ul
 	T
Ul; Ul
 	T
Ul; Ul
 	T
Ul
h i I66 0 0
0 I66 0
0 0 I66
264
375
ð45Þ
where U is constant matrix related to the update time interval
Dt as expressed in Eq. (7). However, when Dt is small enough,
by linearizing the matrix elements and ignoring the high order
terms of Dt, matrix U can be simpliﬁed as follows:U  I33 T33
033 I33
 
ð46Þ
where T3·3 = diag(Dt, Dt, Dt), Dt> 0, and then substituting
this simpliﬁed matrix into Eqs. (44) and (45), the controllable
matrix and observable matrix can be calculated as follows:
Ul Ul
 	T ¼ Iþ l2T2 lT
lT I
" #
> 0: ð47Þ
Then we have CS > 0 and OS > 0, and the estimator based
on pseudo measurement is proved uniformly stable.
6. Coordinated navigation simulations
6.1. Conﬁguration of semi-physical simulation system
In this section, numerical simulations of estimator based on
pseudo measurement will be carried out by using semi-physical
simulation system in order to demonstrate the estimation accu-
racy and real time performance of coordinated navigation ﬁl-
ters. The simulation system is constructed by integrating the
Dspace real time simulator and relative sensor (R-GPS and
optical camera) simulators. In the simulation, the mathemati-
cal model of cluster dynamics and the estimator loaded on
Dspace are propagated at ﬁxed time steps; for every propaga-
tion cycle, the updated state of cluster dynamic is sent to rela-
tive sensor simulators to calculate relative measurements with
additional uncertainties; ﬁnally, the outputs of the sensor sim-
ulators are transmitted to the navigation ﬁlter for state estima-
tions. Construction of simulation system is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The conducted simulations serve for two main purposes:
ﬁrstly, to demonstrate the convergence properties of the pro-
posed estimators; secondly, to show the accuracy performance
of the proposed estimators by calculating the trace of esti-
mated uncertainty covariance matrix.
6.2. Simulation scenario descriptions
A target spacecraft and a clustered space robot with three
members(one master space robot and two slavery space robot)
are involved in this simulation; the scenario considers both
slavery space robots without target measuring capability are
navigated to approaching the target spacecraft, and during
approaching the estimator based on pseudo measurement
which works on the master space robot to estimate the state
of the centralized system state, the slavery member’s relative
positions with respect to target spacecraft are shared within
the cluster. Simulations assume that the slavery members are
equipped with GPS receivers and wireless data transmitters,
but there are no relative sensors to measure the target space-
Coordinated target localization base on pseudo measurement for clustered space robot 1531craft. During the navigation, slavery members send their abso-
lute GPS data to the master space robot through wireless
transmitters, and then master space robot calculate the relative
measurements by subtracting its own absolute GPS data with
the received ones. Here target spacecraft is assumed to be
cooperative with optical beacons ﬁxed on its body, except
for GPS receivers and data transmitters, master space robot
is also equipped with visual cameras to measure related infor-
mation of target spacecraft; once master space robot starts
tracking the target spacecraft by extracting optical beacons,
and the tracking will never break off. All the available mea-
surements, including the in-cluster and out-of-cluster relative
information, will be fused by using coordinated navigation
strategy to localize the target spacecraft with respect to slavery
space robot. The accuracy of the relative sensors constitutes
important parameters, and here the RGPS works with position
measurement accuracy of 2 m (3r) and velocity measurement
accuracy 0.05 m/s (3r), while optical camera works with posi-Fig. 3 Programmed ﬂoating trajectories of slavery space robots.
Fig. 4 Navigated trajectories of slavery space robots without
maneuver.
Fig. 5 Target localization error of slavery space rotion measurement accuracy of 5 m (3r) and velocity measure-
ment accuracy 0.1 m/s (3r).
6.3. Simulation results and analysis
Suppose the target spacecraft is moving in LEO circular orbit
of 600 km altitude (xt  0.00108 rad/s), and the master space
robot follows the target spacecraft with zero relative velocity
at position of (1000 m, 0 m, 0 m); according to the Eq. (7),
master space robot will stationkeep exactly with respect to tar-
get spacecraft if no maneuver is exerted. At the beginning of
simulation, Slavery Space Robot c1 and c2 also remains sta-
tionary at Point A (800 m, 0 m, 0 m) and point B
(1200 m, 0 m, 0 m), respectively, and after 600 s, both of
them are accelerated within a small time interval by thrusters,
and respectively achieve a velocity increments of
dVc1 = 0.3276 m/s, dVc1 = 0.2139 m/s, then Slavery Space
Robot c1 and c2 approaches to the target spacecraft by follow-
ing the in-plane (orbital plane) trajectories, as shown in Fig. 3.
After half of the orbital resolution, both slavery members will
reach the point A’ (20 m, 0 m, 0 m) and B’ (20 m, 0 m, 0 m),
and the thrusters will work inversely to stop both the slavery
space robots. It should be noted that, in this simulation, both
known and unknown maneuver cases are considered: in the
known maneuver case, the slavery space robot accelerations
by thrusters is considered to be shared with the master space
robot, and the acceleration information then will be used to
update the system state by master space robot, while in the un-
known maneuver case, the acceleration information is not
shared with the master space robot. Accordingly, lack of
acceleration information will lead to localization error increase
during the maneuvers.
Fig. 4 shows the navigated trajectories of both slavery space
robots with unknown meneuvers. Fig. 5 illustrates the target
spacecraft localization errors, respectively, with the ﬁrst plot
in Fig. 5 showing the maneuver accelerations for each slavery
space robot, the second and the third plots showing the local-
ization errors and error variance.
Obviously, the simulation results indicate that the estimated
results liberate around the true state at the beginning, and it is
mainly because there is an initial state error when the estimator
starts to work, but within 100 s, the estimated errors conver-
gence into a narrow envelope near to zero. However, when
the thrusters in z direction begin to work, the estimation errors
and error variance of slavery space robot c1 signiﬁcantly in-bot c1 and c2 without maneuver consideration.
Fig. 6 Programmed ﬂoating trajectories of slavery space robots
with maneuver consideration.
1532 G. Zhai et al.crease to a maximum value of 5.8 m and 33.6 m2, and for the
slavery space robot c2, this maximum vale will increase to
3.8 m and 14.4 m2. But, since the estimator is uniformly stable,
the estimation errors gradually convergence after the maneu-
ver completed, and for the non-maneuvering period, the esti-
mator works stably with high accuracies.
Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate the simulation results of cases
with known maneuvers. The same as the unknown maneuver
case, the navigated trajectories and the estimation errors are
presented in corresponding plots. From the results, we can
see that compared to the unknown maneuver simulation, bothFig. 7 Target localization error of slavery space
Fig. 8 Relative velocity error of estimatthe navigated trajectories and the estimation errors are
smoothed obviously, especially when the thruster works to
maneuver, the estimation errors do not signiﬁcantly increase.
This is mainly because when the slavery space robots are accel-
erated by thrusters, the acceleration information is considered
during state propagation, and then the estimation does not
divergence while maneuvering.
Fig. 8 shows the estimated relative velocitiy error of slavery
space robot c1 and c2 with respect to target spacecraft for the
known maneuvers case. We can see from the ﬁgure that before
the maneuver, the relative velocities gradually convergence to
true values, and when maneuver occurs, the true velocities in
z direction are suddenly changed; due to dynamical coupling,
the velocities in x direction are also changed continuously. It
is clearly that the estimator based on pseudo measurements
can detect the sudden velocities changes sensitively when the
acceleration information is shared with the master space robot.
As maneuvers disappear, the estimator works stably and
achieves accuracy better than 0.03 m/s.
By analyzing the above simulation results, we have the fol-
lowing two conclusions:
(1) The estimator based on true measurements cannot be
utilized for the cluster to localize the target spacecraft
with respect to slavery space robots, since there is trou-
blesome lack of available measurement for initial uncer-
tainties corrections. But after pseudo measurements arerobot c1 and c2 with maneuver consideration.
ion for slavery space robot c1 and c2.
Coordinated target localization base on pseudo measurement for clustered space robot 1533introduced into estimating propagations, all initial
uncertainties related to centralized system state can be
inhabited by both true and pseudo measurements, and
accordingly, the estimator is globally stabilized.
(2) If the maneuvering accelerations of slavery space robots
are not shared with the master space robot, the target
spacecraft localization error related to slavery space
robot will increase signiﬁcantly when maneuver appears,
and obviously, the estimator without considering the
maneuver accelerations is only suitable for free-ﬂoating
cluster. However, it should be noted that if unknown
accelerations are considered as disturbance, simulation
results also demonstrate the robustness of the
estimator due to its convergence after the acceleration
disappears.
7. Conclusions
Coordinated target localization method based on pseudo mea-
surement is proposed to navigate the slavery members of clus-
tered space robot to approaching target spacecraft. And on the
basis of centralized cluster dynamics, the estimator based on
truth measurements can be established by using traditional
Kalman ﬁlter; however, this estimator is not globally stabilized
due to lack of true measurements necessary to correct all initial
uncertainties. But after introducing pseudo measurements into
propagations, the estimator is globally stabilized and all the
initial uncertainties related to centralized system state can be
inhabited by both true and pseudo measurements, which has
been proved by stochastic stability analysis in Section 5. On
the other hand, maneuvering acceleration sharing in the cluster
is also critical for the performance of estimator; only when the
maneuvering accelerations of slavery space robots are shared
with the master space robot, the estimator works smoothly
during the maneuvering period. However, the semi-physical
simulation shows that lack of acceleration sharing only affects
the estimation accuracy in short term, which does no destroy
convergence properties.Acknowledgement
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